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The Bond
Simon McCartney
Vertebrate Publishing, 2016, pp346, £24

Simon McCartney is a lucky man. The ‘bond’ of  the 
title of  this absorbing tale is that commitment often 
referred to as ‘the brotherhood of  the rope’. There 
is, you’ll realise, an element of  tribal conceit here: 
the unfathomable depth of  altruism that prompts  
humans to imperil life and limb for the sake of  others, 
often strangers, is by no means peculiar to climbers. 
But whatever, the image of  the rope, linking those 
climbing brothers forever in existential struggle goes 
beyond metaphor when on a mountain. And Simon 

McCartney stretched that rope to a very tenuous thread indeed.
It is well towards the end of  the book before McCartney acknowledges  

what has been apparent to the reader for some time: were it not for  
‘the bond’ this cocky young man would be dead. He is alive thanks to the 
goodness of  partners, strangers and the rescue services of  Switzerland and  
Alaska. That McCartney disappeared from the climbing scene for 30 years 
after his denouement on Denali probably has a good deal to do with shame. 
He certainly admits to such a feeling in the immediate aftermath of  his  
last ordeal.

McCartney has also benefited from a big stroke of  luck as an author. The 
two most important players in the Alaskan dramas that form the meat of  
The Bond – partner Jack Roberts and good Samaritan Bob Kandiko – both 
kept excellent diaries. Chunky extracts from these provide a lot of  the real- 
time climbing detail, insights and anguish that enrich McCartney’s story.

Mark Westman, the embodied encyclopaedia of  Alaskan climbing,  
describes McCartney and Roberts’s first ascents of  the hazardous north 
face of  Mount Huntington and the massive south-west face of  Denali as 
‘the greatest story never told in the annals of  Alaskan climbing literature.’ 
Westman too played a big part in bringing the book about, not least piecing 
together details of  the route on the south-west face for those days when 
McCartney’s throbbing head was elsewhere.

McCartney quit climbing following the Denali epic in 1980, settled in 
Australia and eventually became a successful businessman, in architectural 
lighting, in Hong Kong. In cruel irony Jack Roberts fell to his death from 
frozen Bridal Veil Falls at Telluride in 2012 just as McCartney had tracked 
him down through the internet and was looking forward to making contact 
after decades of  unknowing.
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Pam Roberts, Jack’s widow, became another friend and ally in piecing 
together the story that was to become The Bond. Indeed by now McCartney  
was rediscovering a bond, becoming part of  the climbing community once 
again. Heartened, he was then able to track down Bob Kandiko who,  
for me, emerges as the true hero of  this extraordinary tale.

So far I’ve deliberately peppered this review with tasters but precious little 
detail of  the Alaskan climbs as such and nothing at all about other locations 
– the Eiger, Mont Blanc, Yosemite, Cheddar even – or characters such as 
Dave Wilkinson and Smiler Cuthbertson that feature here. That’s for you 
to discover.

Even so, I’d like to ruminate a little longer on Bob Kandiko, still adven-
turing from his home in Washington State, who led McCartney back to life 
in a gruelling descent of  the Cassin ridge. McCartney describes it neatly:

The nightmare Jack and I had on the descent of  Mount Huntington is being 
relived, this time with Bob. The same game is afoot: a first ascent, followed by 
a descent of  a classic route. I am seeing a lot of  quality Alaskan climbing in 
spontaneous disasters.

Was the disaster on Denali so spontaneous? Only a couple of  days into 
the climb McCartney suffered headaches and nausea. He’d had altitude 
problems before. Was awareness of  acute mountains sickness that much 
less in 1980, or was youthful ambition over riding common sense? By day 
11 McCartney is helpless, though somehow, with great perseverance from 
Roberts, who has frostbite, they’ve climbed the face and reached the upper 
part of  the Cassin.

Enter Kandiko, climbing the ridge with fellow American Mike Helms.  
He volunteers to look after McCartney. As wind and snow batter the tent, 
and without food for days, Kandiko reflects gloomily on his decision to 
forsake summit and safety to help a total stranger:

I had deep, fond thoughts of  my family and how tragic the scene would 
be to die in these frozen heights without seeing them again. Why was I here?  
I could go over the top by myself  and leave Simon but my humanity wouldn’t 
allow it. He was a dead man unless we got some assistance. Is it courageous  
to choose to die?

Fortunately Kandiko is addicted to life. And so too must be some inner 
depth of  McCartney. Though at his worst he is unable to take more than 
three steps at a time, weeps like a child and accidentally pees over the inside 
of  the tent and Kandiko, his body defies what seems an inevitable total  
collapse. As the incredulous surgeon at Providence hospital, Anchorage, 
tells McCartney later: ‘Climbers with cerebral oedema who continue to  
ascend usually die.’

So The Bond is the story of  a very lucky man, of  a climbing partner-
ship pushed to estrangement, and of  heartening humanity and self-sacrifice. 

Quite a combination. No wonder that Simon McCartney – the arrogance  
of  youth long shed – carried off  the 2016 Boardman Tasker Award for 
Mountain Literature.

Stephen Goodwin

The Push
A Climber’s Journey of  Endurance, Risk, and Going 
Beyond Limits
Tommy Caldwell
Michael Joseph, 2017, pp352, £20

The best climbing books often tell us about other 
things than climbing. They lift the lid on life, even  
if  it is a life that revolves almost exclusively –  
as Tommy Caldwell’s does – around climbing.

Caldwell needs little introduction. His Yosemite  
big wall ascents – not least his free ascent with Kevin 
Jorgeson of  the Dawn Wall, which fixated inter-
national media attention – is only rivalled by his 
kidnapping with a group of  US climbers on a expe-

dition to Kyrgyzstan which led to Caldwell, in extremis, pushing one of  his 
abductors off  a cliff  to what Caldwell believed was the man’s death.

There you have it. The push: a play on words that goes to the core of  
Caldwell’s memoir. It encapsulates the interwoven themes of  that moment 
when he thought he had killed another human being but also the impetus 
behind his climbing, and finally the push itself  on the Dawn Wall.

It is not always comfortable reading. In an era when elite, and non-elite 
climbing, has become mediatised by video and Instagram feeds, to present 
an idealised picture of  top-end climbing, like the endless summer of  first 
surfing films, Caldwell suggests the worm in the apple.

Caldwell leaves little out of  his account, even at the risk of  portraying 
himself  in an unflattering light: in the depiction of  his failed relation-
ship with Beth Rodden; in the unkind letter written to his father; even his  
uneasy relationship with Kevin Jorgeson as they try the Dawn Wall over 
seven years.

And oddly, for a book about climbing, it is the story of  Caldwell and  
Rodden’s relationship that is the most striking, of  two elite climbers,  
unequal in their love for each other, thrown together by the fatal and life- 
altering events in Kyrgyzstan.

Rodden has described her own side of  the story that chimes with 
Caldwell’s insecurity around their relationship. ‘I was realizing that, for me 
at least, the romantic part wasn’t really there,’ she wrote in a long piece for 
Outside earlier this year describing how they prepared for the fatal trip that 
would lead to the kidnapping.

‘A week before we left, at the North Face’s corporate headquarters, I tried 
to break up with Tommy. I told him I thought we should just stick to being 
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friends and climbing partners. He laid his dirty-blond head on the floor. 
Neither of  us was particularly strong and brave about emotions. He asked 
if  we could please just go on the trip and see how we did. I hated conflict.  
I said yes. I was 20 years old, and Tommy was 21.’

What would emerge, after the disastrous trip to Kyrgyzstan, judging by 
Caldwell’s account, would be an excruciating co-dependency as Rodden 
struggled with symptoms of  something like PTSD.

‘One minute Beth was crying,’ writes Caldwell, ‘then she would be  
trembling in fear or staring blankly out the window. She felt certain that the 
IMU [the group that kidnapped them] was going to hunt us down … I had 
the discomfiting sensation that as bad as the abduction had been, it had 
finite starting and end points. How long was our recovery going to take?’

Through it all and beyond, through Rodden’s affair that will split  
them up, the couple continue climbing, not always joyously, sometimes  
almost obsessively.

For Caldwell it is something that not only motivates but helps him 
through the hardest times, not least his pursuit of  free ascents of  Yosemite’s 
big walls. Until it doesn’t.

After the break up of  his relationship with Rodden and the rupture with 
his father he finds himself  on the Dawn Wall. ‘In the past I’d always expe-
rienced an overarching sense of  connection while on El Cap. But this time 
I felt estranged from the world … For the first time in my life climbing felt 
self-glorifying, even pointless.’

Losing a finger in a carpentry accident that threatens to end his climbing 
career, Caldwell evokes something of  what had driven him for so long up 
to that point.

‘Had I done something to deserve this? I was so used to living a life bound 
by this equation: Effort equals results. Luck didn’t play a part in climbing. 
You got what you deserved. Did I deserve this?’

Then it strikes you. So many books about climbing evoke, or try to evoke, 
the intimacy of  the rope, Forster’s admonition to ‘only connect.’ Caldwell 
has a subtly different story to tell, often underlined by either a lack of  in-
timacy or a shortfall: the distances between even in the midst of  climbing  
a big wall.

His relationship with Jorgeson has echoes, sometimes explicitly described, 
of  his relationship with Rodden, as they try to piece together the Dawn 
Wall, conscious of  their differences, of  a different level of  commitment. 
Despite being a professional climber himself, Caldwell is bothered at one 
point as Jorgeson talks about climbing as a ‘business’.

Then one day Kevin made a comment that made me squirm. ‘Wouldn’t it 
be badass if  the first route I climbed on El Cap was the Dawn Wall.’ Suddenly 
I wondered if  Kevin was really interested in learning, or if  the Dawn Wall was 
merely an avenue to gain recognition and up his value as a professional athlete.

When Beth and I divorced, I bitterly thought that her attraction to me might 
have had to do with creating a desirable career path than actual love. Was 

Kevin using me the same way? Or was he just becoming collateral damage from 
the baggage of  my failed marriage? After all, in a sense I was also using him.

It is the honesty, coaxed out of  Caldwell by co-writer Kelly Cordes, who 
Caldwell describes as confidant, therapist and best friend that distinguishes 
The Push. In a pursuit where egotism, self-doubt, obsession and competition 
are sometimes brushed under the carpet, Caldwell is not afraid to confront 
head on what some might see as his own personal shortcomings and put 
them under the spotlight. And in the end he grows through it, learning how 
to love in a different way and becoming a father. Finding a place, at last, that 
he feels comfortable to call home.

Peter Beaumont

Norton of Everest
The Biography of  E F Norton 
Hugh Norton
Vertebrate Publishing, 2017, pp181, £13

Edward ‘Teddy’ Norton was a stalwart among moun-
taineers; this tribute to him by his son, Hugh, gives 
wider perspective to his life beyond the Everest  
attempts in 1922 and 1924 and the dramatic shadow  
cast by the disappearance of  Mallory and Irvine.  
He emerges as a willowy, six-foot-four-inch profes-
sional soldier with no acknowledged skills as a climb-
er but with phenomenal stamina, natural leadership 
qualities and a dry sense of  humour; toughness and 

determination demonstrated by reaching more than 28,000ft on Everest  
without bottled oxygen, a record that remained unbeaten for 27 years,  
and by surviving every major battle of  the First World War during which 
he was three times mentioned in dispatches for bravery and awarded the 
Military Cross.

Norton was born in Argentina where his father was a successful investor 
in shipping. An early enthusiasm for mountains was encouraged by Alfred 
Wills, his maternal grandfather, a founder of  the Alpine Club and conspic-
uous as the judge who sentenced Oscar Wilde to two years’ hard labour for 
gross indecency, a man remembered for his austere integrity. Norton and his 
formidable grandparent made guided ascents from their summer home near 
Sixt in the French Alps but his was a relatively thin record to justify a place 
on an expedition that would carry such national prestige. 

Hugh Norton describes how after an unhappy time at public school his  
father rejected academe and opted for a career in the army. Aged 16 he  
sat the entrance exam for the Royal Military Academy at Woolwich.  
A commission in the Royal Field Artillery followed with service in Ireland 
and seven years to postings in India where he transferred to the Royal Horse 
Artillery, the elite wing of  the gunners, which allowed him a colourful  
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full-dress uniform jacket. It amused him on one ceremonial occasion when 
he turned up in full lieutenant-general fig, an elderly lady, thinking he  
was from the Salvation Army, pressed a coin into his hand and whispered 
‘for the cause’.

His time in India saw the Raj in full swing and Norton with his battery 
commander shared a passion for big game hunting, fishing and pig sticking, 

the sport of  slaughtering wild boars that were a menace to crops by spearing  
them from horseback. Occasionally the wild life fought back and he  
narrowly missed being caught by three male boars he had failed to shoot. 
They were four yards off  his heels and catching up so he swung round a tree 
trunk and the notoriously short-sighted pursuers cantered past. Alongside 
these soldierly activities Norton also developed gentler pursuits of  painting 
in watercolours and noting and observing a wide spectrum of natural history, 
all of  which became a life long passion.

Thus far Norton’s activities as a sportsman had featured more promi-
nently than his work as a professional soldier, but the 12 years of  ‘honey-
moon’ as a lieutenant were about to end with the First World War and 
four and a half  years of  continuous action in France in every major battle,  
with the artillery at times closely involved in the thick of  the fighting.  
In the German offensive of  March 1918 Edward and his brother Dick were 
serving in adjoining batteries when Dick was killed in action. There was 
little time then to mourn. Edward commanded his battery of  guns with 
distinction and post-war became a student at the staff  college at Camberley: 
an essential precursor to reaching high rank. The invitation to Everest then 
arrived ‘as a funny little slice out of  my life’ but also as a ‘crowning glory’ of  
his enduring fascination with mountains. Any concern that an eight-month 
absence from military duty might jeopardise his career proved unnecessary. 
He stuck to his belief  that no game was ever worth a rap for a rational 
man to play into which no accident, no mishap, could possibly find its way. 
While not actually courting danger, he liked ‘to get a good fright.’

In 1922 Everest obliged. The route had been reconnoitred the previous 
year, but now the base camp was swept throughout the day by freezing, 
blistering winds. Three weeks were spent surmounting the North Col and 
establishing camps for a summit attempt. Mallory, Norton and Somervell 
reached just under 27,000ft without oxygen. A second attempt by Finch and 
Geoffrey Bruce, using oxygen, reached 27,500ft, but as they descended from 
the North Col an avalanche swept seven porters to their death.

Norton returned two years later and that attempt, leading to the loss of  
Mallory and Irvine, and Norton’s heroic climb without oxygen to 28,126ft, 
have been well recorded, not least in Norton’s own account The Fight for  
Everest 1924. It was an epic fight, with Norton taking over the leadership. 
He and Mallory had already rescued four Sherpa porters trapped by heavy 
snowfall at the North Col. In the next push for the summit Norton climbed 
on alone towards what became known as the Norton Couloir after Somer-
vell turned back, suffocated by his own swollen throat. Hugh Norton  
records the great distress the loss of  Mallory and Irvine caused his father 
who was convinced that their deaths resulted from a climbing accident and 
not from any determination to press on regardless of  the consequences.  
Norton resisted much of  the praise and invitations from the climbing  
establishment that followed and he did not go on to attempt a string of  other 
great Himalayan or Alpine climbs. According to Hugh Norton, his father  
remained first and foremost a soldier. Mountaineering was not for him  

The talented Messrs Norton.
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an end in itself, but a highly enjoyable pastime, to be savoured whenever 
possible in his leisure time.

At this point and with a third of  his story still to come, Norton, aged 41, 
married Joyce Pasteur, aged 25, and a shade short of  5ft 9in. They shared 
a keen interest in horse riding and similar build, but whilst Joyce played  
the piano well and had studied at the Royal College of  Music, Edward was 
tone deaf.

Norton was posted as a general staff  officer at the War Office, the family  
moved to London and their first son, Dick, was born. They engaged a 
young live-in ‘Nannie’ who stayed with the family for 28 years and followed 
them throughout their travels. For Edward, appointments followed to what  
became the Royal College for Defence Studies and a course for handpicked 
high flyers, rapidly rising from student to senior instructor, taking the 
change in his stride. Promotion to major-general came with command of  the  
Madras District in southern India, which involved ceremonial and social 
duties. Among them was a visit to the Nandidroog gold mine at Kolar,  
reputed to be the deepest in the world, thus giving him the distinction of  
being the first human to have stood at two points on earth separated by the 
greatest vertical distance in altitude. He told this to an audience of  school-
boys, adding that whilst the mine had a lift to take him to the depths, Mount 
Everest lacked a similar amenity.

Hugh Norton provides a fine account of  his father’s extraordinary life 
from modest mountaineering hero to high-flying professional soldier and 
acting governor of  Hong Kong. A thoroughly excellent read.

Ronald Faux

Sherpa: The Memoir of Ang Tharkay
With Basil P Norton
Translated by Corrine McKay
Mountaineers Books, 2016, pp192, £17

Before Tenzing Norgay’s meteoric rise to a fame that 
endures today, Ang Tharkay was perhaps the best 
known of  the Sherpas, not least for his role as sirdar  
in the 1950 ascent of  Annapurna. Before that he 
worked on four Everest expeditions in the 1930s and 
was a much-admired hired hand for the mountain  
explorations of  Eric Shipton and Bill Tilman. The 
latter described him as ‘a sort of  Jeeves, Admirable 
Crichton, and Napoleon rolled into one,’ a judgement 

some might dismiss as a little patronising and written to meet the expecta-
tions of  his audience, but is actually shrewder than it looks: Crichton takes 
over in the wilderness, Jeeves regards his employer as a naïve dimwit to be 
gently steered and Ang Tharkay, not a tall man, could be a towering, even 
despotic figure in a bad mood, and one who wouldn’t back down easily.

For those, therefore, with an interest in the history of  the Sherpas, both  

as an ethnic group and as mountaineers, this book is unearthed treasure 
from a lost age, a glimpse of  a world that has passed about which we know 
far less than we might like or indeed should. Mountaineers Books and  
those enthusiasts around the project should be congratulated on bringing 
this book to wider attention, winkling it out from the dusty shelves of   
obscure libraries.

But how far should we trust it? First published in 1954 in French, and 
nowhere else until this welcome first edition in English, it was necessarily 
ghosted, by Basil P Norton, a man about whom we know next to nothing.  
Writing Tenzing’s biography, and having laboriously read his book in 
French, I looked hard and ultimately almost in vain for any trace of  him, 
hoping to find his manuscript in English to judge how much it differed  
from the published version. (One researcher has even speculated that Basil 
P Norton was actually Eric Shipton.)

Norton himself  acknowledges that Ang Tharkay had no English or 
French and he had no Nepali. Norton did have some Hindi, but since 
Ang Tharkay’s own Hindi, his third language, was limited, they conversed 
through an interpreter, one Mohan Lal Mukerjee. And so we have a book 
ghosted through an interpreter, written in English, translated into French 
(by Henri Delgove, who also translated Alan Sillitoe and Upton Sinclair) 
and then translated back into English, by Corinne McKay; it’s a book that 
also draws heavily on sources the subject of  the book would not have known: 
Christoph von Fürer Haimendorf, for example, an anthropologist who is 
viewed more equivocally in modern Nepal than he once was. ‘This is a sin-
cere, unaltered story,’ Norton tells us. Sincere it may be: unaltered it is not.

Why does this matter? One example: in a famous moment in Himalayan 
mountaineering, at the French high camp on Annapurna, Maurice Herzog, 
a man referred to in this book, somewhat ominously, as ‘the great leader’, 
offers Ang Tharkay the chance to come with him to the summit. This is 
what Ang Tharkay says:

‘Excuse me, Bara Sahib,’ I said to him pitifully. ‘But I am not worthy of  this 
great task. I am profoundly grateful to you for the honor you have given me, 
and in all my life I will never forget this moment. Allow me to return to Camp 
IV-A, and may God protect you, you and the valiant Lachenal Sahib!’

Compare this Uriah Heep-like speech to Herzog’s own account of  the 
exchange, in Annapurna, which, as Herzog explains, was conducted in basic 
English.

‘Thank you very much, Bara Sahib, but my feet are beginning to freeze …’
‘I see.’
‘… and I prefer to go down to Camp IV.’

These two accounts are roughly similar, as you would expect, given that 
Norton clearly read Herzog. Yet the difference in tone is revealing: why did 
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Ang Tharkay speak ‘pitifully’? He was anything but as a man. And why has 
such a convoluted, ingratiating speech been put into the mouth of  someone 
at extreme altitude who speaks little English? It is certainly not the true 
voice of  Ang Tharkay. There’s an agenda here, and it’s one unconnected, 
I suspect, to the life of  this exceptional Sherpa. It might be instructive to 
compare the original English manuscript with the published French one,  
but we can’t do that, as we don’t have it.

If  whose story this is isn’t always clear, the book is still a valuable trove 
of  detail about Ang Tharkay’s life. The earlier sections in particular, those 
parts that aren’t simply Norton’s version of  Sherpa anthropological learn-
ing, are revelatory. Although their origins are subtly different, both Tenzing 
and Ang Tharkay came from impoverished backgrounds, a familiar pattern 
even now: those Sherpas with means don’t need their children to be climbing 
for a living. Tenzing’s family had known status but lost their position; Ang 
Tharkay’s was simply dirt poor. His mother was Tibetan, and Ang Tharkay 
spent a portion of  his childhood in Tibet living with his aunt because his 
parents didn’t have enough to support him, a period he regarded as idyllic. 
As a young teenager, he was working as a day labourer to help meet his 
father’s debts, taken on during a period of  ill health. The fragility of  living 
standards in the high mountains is one of  the many lessons of  this book.

Ang Tharkay’s life changed, as it did for so many Sherpas and Bhotias, 
when he discovered Darjeeling’s bright lights. It wasn’t just the relative 
sophistication; here was a world where a humbly born young man, away 
from the stratified society of  his homeland, could, with a bit of  gumption, 
advance his stars, which is precisely what Ang Tharkay did. Stripping out 
the context and borrowed narrative of  his ghost or French translator, these 
sections of  the book are the most moving, revealing glimpses of  a high- 
altitude world, of  cultural kinship, of  trade, of  religion, that is priceless. 
There are glimpses too of  Sherpa life on the road, familiar to anyone who 
has explored remote places with them. I especially enjoyed the Annapurna 
team’s puzzlement at their rapidly disappearing wine cellar.

The publisher has included explanatory notes, which are immensely  
useful if  occasionally wayward: Tenzing was not born in Thame, and most 
likely not in 1917, for example. There is a list of  Ang Tharkay’s expeditions, 
useful for his post-1954 life, and a quietly affecting note from his son Dawa 
about his later life. ‘Forget about going to the mountains as a Sherpa on 
expeditions,’ he told Dawa. ‘Life as a Sherpa is not a joke. It is real hard and 
you would not earn a good salary.’ At least climbing was there to stave off  
the ever-present threat of  extreme poverty long enough to give Dawa that 
chance. But you feel that the debt owed to men like Ang Tharkay was never 
fully met.

Ed Douglas

1865
The Golden Age of  Mountaineering
Gilles Modica
Translated by Deke Dusinberre
Vertebrate Publishing & Editions Paulsen, 2016,  
pp400, £39

We British have always understood that we invented  
the game of  alpinism, and that those who did so  
during the so-called Golden Age were the same 

chaps who in 1857 formed the Alpine Club. While the AC was indeed the 
world’s first such organisation, the invention of  alpinism by our founding 
fathers is by no means the complete story. This excellent, superbly illustrated  
book looks in considerable detail at the Golden Age, the years 1856 to 1865, 
at its leading protagonists and their doings, having first examined the lead-
up to those years over the proceeding century. Unusually it is written from 
a European perspective.

Not only is the author a much-published journalist specialising in the 
history of  mountaineering – his research has been exhaustive – but as a 
member of  the GHM with a proud international climbing record, his  
personal experience of  the subject is monumental. French he may be, but 
he’s obviously an anglophile, giving credit where credit is due, while the 
translation is excellent and usually idiomatic, with but few literals.

Before the Golden Age it was mostly the Swiss who were the pre- eminent 
peak-baggers, and not always for the sake of  science. Between 1744, when 
monks from Engelberg Abbey climbed Titlis, and 1865 Swiss travellers 
claimed more than fifty summits of  more than 3,000m. But then ‘the  
English turned [it] into a game played for fun, devoid of  scientific purpose.’ 

The titles of  the 23 chapters will give some idea of  the ground covered, 
each one seen by the author as a sort of  stepping stone in the development 
of  what eventually became known, with the arrival of  those English, as 
alpinism. Although chapter one covers ‘Early Ascents’ and chapter two 
‘James Forbes and Albert Smith’, the subjects follow in logical, if  not neces-
sarily chronological order. Chapter four, for instance, covers the chequered 
early history of  the Chamonix guides, who in the years before the Golden 
Age operated a closed shop and strict rota on Mont Blanc, and were occa-
sionally prone to abandoning their protégés high on the mountain, leaving 
them to attempt the summit on their own. Later the author traces the advent 
of  guideless climbing to the first ascent of  Mont Blanc du Tacul and the 
subsequent first ascent of  Mont Blanc from St Gervais by Hudson’s party in 
1855, when guides from both flanks of  the mountain refused to accompany 
them. Hudson later wrote ‘We have ourselves found guides to be an encum-
brance rather than an assistance,’ an ironic statement considering the events 
of  ten years later.

Indeed, chapter seven is devoted to Charles Hudson, of  whom it was 
said, ‘He’s as good as a guide,’ and surely one of  the most important figures 
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of  the Golden Age. The following chapter is entitled ‘The Alpine Club’, 
and apparently from its inception, the AC was highly regarded by Euro-
pean climbers. In 1872 – by which time the Club had some 300 members 
– the French philosopher Hippolyte Taine pronounced ‘… difficulty, trouble 
and danger are incentives. Many English take delight in ... forcing them-
selves to surmount obstacles. The Alpine Club is proof  of  this.’ Unlike the 
mass-membership continental clubs, which subsequently appeared, election 
to the AC depended on a climbing qualification, which of  course it still 
does. Nevertheless rare exceptions are still made for those making major 
contributions to mountain literature or art, first of  whom was the Romantic 
traveller John Ruskin, who having expressed disgust at the ‘acrobatics and 
unseemly antics’ of  AC members, found himself  elected to membership in 
1869 on the strength of  his essay ‘Of  Mountain Beauty’.

More meaty chapters follow: ‘Conquering the Weisshorn’, ‘John Tyndall’,  
‘Shaggy Natives’ and ‘Gentlemen Travellers’. We learn how crystal gath-
erers and chamois hunters gradually morphed into guides and then profes-
sional mountaineers, we read what shoes they wore and why, anticipating 
the advent of  the PA by often climbing with bare feet rubbed with resin. 
We read what sustenance they preferred on the hill and how fresh cham-
ois blood was a sure cure for altitude sickness. Several pages cover the  
development and use of  first the plain bâton or staff, then the alpenstock –  
actually quite a useful bit of  kit if  used intelligently – and then of  the 

ice axe itself, finally giving Hamish 
MacInnes credit for the first all- 
metal axe. Nailing patterns are  
discussed and the use of  – or lack 
of  – ropes and belays. London- made 
manila rope, as made for the Royal 
Navy, was much prized, ideally in 
hundred foot lengths at half-inch 
diameter. The guides’ own ropes, 
typically of  Italian hemp and likely 
to have been used around the farm, 
were not to be trusted.

Individual chapters on Stephen,  
Tuckett and Moore follow, and 
abound in further fascinating  
insights: here is Moore cogently  
arguing against arti ficial aids, 
fixed ropes, ladders and even huts, 
and Tuckett amassing a total of  a 
thousand climbs by the age of  57. 
Especially illuminating are the var-

ious discourses on pedestrianism. While appreciating that our forebears 
were, of  necessity, great walkers, the speed of  the regular shuttles between  
Zermatt and Chamonix that the pioneering alpinists seemed to accom-
plish has always seemed to be exaggerated. But here is Whymper himself, 
aged 17, pounding along at 5mph for 27 miles without a pause. A full-page 
map illustrates his incredible, convoluted itinerary back and forth between 
Lauter brunnen, Zinal, Zermatt, Chatillon, Courmayeur, Chamonix, Aosta,  
Breuil and Zermatt again, via summit after summit and pass after pass,  
during the hectic four weeks of  his 1865 campaign. Years later, on the eve 
of  his expedition to Ecuador at the age of  40, he was still timed at 5½mph  
over seven miles. It seems that Hudson too was a great pedestrian, a 50 
miles a day man who once walked from Geneva to St Gervais and back,  
a distance of  82 miles, in under 24 hours. A good walker today is pleased  
to reach 3¾mph carrying a light sack on flat ground.

The book progresses towards the race for, and eventual ascent of  the  
Matterhorn. The complete story of  the many attempts is contained within 
no less than five chapters, but unlike other masterful accounts of  that par-
ticular campaign – notably Whymper’s own book and Alan Lyall’s The First 
Descent of  the Matterhorn – that successful yet fateful climb is seen here in 
perspective with another climb made on Mont Blanc the very next day.

The ‘Brenva Spur’ is the final chapter. It covers an ascent the author  
considers of  even greater importance than that of  the Matterhorn. A line 
60 years ahead of  its time, the ‘Old Brenva’ was a glimpse into the future 
in both concept and difficulty. Himalayan in style, it was, claims the author, 
the greatest exploit of  the Golden Age, ‘yet the least well known to the 

Above and opposite: 1865: the triumph and tragedy. John Ruskin’s perspective 
on the Matterhorn from 2 August 1849 and Gustave Doré’s vision of the first 
descent, the dramatic climax to the Golden Age.
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general public, that ignorant vulture who has feasted on the corpses of  the 
Matterhorn for these past 150 years.’ That’s fighting talk, yet those of  us 
who have intimate knowledge of  both climbs are likely to agree.

For any serious student of  mountaineering this handsome volume is 
not only a fascinating, enlightening and entertaining read but an essential  
source of  reference: useful appendices repeat Coolidge’s 1913 list of  the 
major Alpine first ascents between 1358 (Rochemelon) and 1907 (Dames 
Anglaises) and include a table detailing the 65 important first ascents of  
1865 that rounded off  the Golden Age. Many of  the prolific, beautifully 
reproduced illustrations – paintings, engravings, sketches, photographs and 
maps – were new to me and are thankfully so placed so as to complement 
the adjacent text. This lavish book was a great pleasure both to handle and 
read; congratulations are due to Vertebrate for bringing it to the English- 
speaking reader.

John Cleare

Karakoram: Climbing through the Kashmir Conflict
Steve Swenson
Mountaineers Books, 2017, pp315, £20

If  a civil engineer could play God and be given the 
chance to construct a major mountain range, and if  
that engineer happened to be Steve Swenson, then I 
suspect that range would be the Karakoram. Over a 
period of  nearly 40 years, Swenson has made many, 
many remarkable climbs in the Karakoram, seeking 
out well know mountains such as K2 and Gasher-
brum IV, but also uncovering and exploring ‘blanks 
on the maps’ among the twisting complexities of   
glacier and river valleys that bind the range together. 

In those difficult to access corners he has uncovered an untouched archi-
tecture of  granite faces and spires such as the south-west face of  Saser  
Kangri II and the spectacular Changi Tower. His dramatic ascent of  the 
former on his second attempt nearly killed him, but it was awarded a Piolets 
d’Or. Swenson knows the Karakoram intimately, and through the meticu-
lously chronicled detail of  each expedition, the range has become a giant 
mirror revealing his persistence, strength, mountaineering acuity while at 
the same time some very human foibles.

There are over 30 expeditions recorded in this book, but it is much more 
than opportunities for first ascents that have drawn Steve Swenson back to 
the region so many times. Two complementary themes run strongly through 
many of  the chapters in the book to reveal his interests both in people and 
politics. The first theme is that of  friendship and an examination of  exactly 
what that means: the need for trust, understanding and mutual care and 
respect. For Steve, that embraces all the team: climbers, porters, LOs and 
base camp staff. His long term relationship with his cook Rasool and his 

family from Hushe is well told and includes visits from Steve’s own family 
to Rasool’s Pakistan, and support and care for the health and education of  
Rasool’s children.

He examines his relationship with his climbing partners with a keen 
eye for the need for the right team. This ensures safety and efficiency.  
He writes honestly and openly about his partners, analysing the chances of  
success on their strengths and weaknesses. As the years pass and Steve’s age  
advances, he begins to invite ever younger partners. He continues to achieve 
some remarkable ascents with these young guns, while he reciprocates with 
mentoring, exceptional hard work as part of  the team and excellent expedi-
tion management. Steve describes this as ‘passing the torch’, and no doubt 
there are many who feel indebted to Steve. His expedition leadership and 
personal management skills are perfectly described by his friend Greg Child: 
‘while all around him could get wound up or possessed by their neuroses, 
Steve remained calm and objective. He was a bit like a counsellor acting on 
behalf  of  the mountain, which needed climbers to keep sane if  they were  
to climb it.’ It worked in 1990 when with Child he made oxygen-less ascent 
of  the north ridge of  K2.

This is the Steve Swenson we get to know through his writing. His appli-
cation of  engineering project management serves him well on his expedi-
tions. As a successful engineer, he knows that nothing ever goes quite as 
planned. If  there is a solution to a problem, then pragmatism supported 
by option analysis based on hours of  careful planning for all contingencies 
is likely to reveal that solution. Many modern climbers have adopted this 
approach, assimilating and using modern technology to their advantage, 
technologies that a romantic might have shunned as somehow cheating. 
Hours spent examining photos and satellite maps create the mental picture 
needed to work out, and climb through, those blanks on the map.

Swenson reveals a no-nonsense emotional pragmatism that matches his 
mental and physical pragmatism. In this passage, he is reflecting on the 
death of  his friend Alex Lowe: ‘I realised at a young age that climbing is 
my life’s calling. I’ve spent many years intimately experiencing the powerful 
forces of  nature in the mountains. I wouldn’t trade it for anything. I find 
greater happiness when I embrace this, which isn’t always easy. Climbing 
is hard and dangerous, and it takes me away from the people I love. After a 
friend dies, it never gets any easier. It is extremely difficult to get motivated, 
to return to the mountains, to work hard on a route again. But doing so 
helps me process and grieve, which is what my lost climbing friends would 
want me to do.’

The other underlying theme is revealed in the subtitle for the book. The 
regional tension that began with the Kashmir war in 1947 has been stoked 
by 9/11, the conflicts in Afghanistan and the Swat valley and finally the 
terror attack at Nanga Parbat base camp in 2013. Especially for Americans, 
this continues to create doubts about the safety of  some parts of  the Kara-
koram. Steve is critical of  the behaviour of  both India and Pakistan in the 
continuing Siachen war, especially when the expenditure on the military is 
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put into context of  the woeful health and education facilities. But Swenson 
is not tempted to expand this subject to the detriment of  the mountaineering 
stories he tells.

One element of  the book I feel is a strength others may find hard to take. 
Swenson is relentless in his detailed descriptions, totally immersing us in  
the processes of  obtaining permissions, organising transport, managing 
loads and porters, setting up camps, hauling gut-busting loads in deep snow, 
setting up miserable bivys and doing it all over again when bad weather 
forces a retreat. It isn’t exactly a light read but it takes us into the hard  
realities of  expedition climbing. If  it doesn’t sound like much fun, the reality 
is that much of  the time it isn’t. But it is the complete expedition experience, 
succeed or fail, and that is the point. Most of  what truly fulfils life is hard 
work, and the outcome will always be in doubt.

John Porter

The War is in the Mountains
Judith Matloff
Duckworth Overlook, 2017, pp272, £20

Judith Matloff  isn’t a climber, or a hiker, or a moun-
taineer. In the introduction to The War is in the  
Mountains she describes herself  as ‘a plains person 
who suffers from vertigo. I favour coasts with end-
less horizons and the predictability of  pavement 
and elevators.’ That is not to say she hasn’t led an  
adventurous life. Twenty years as foreign correspond-
ent for Reuters and the Christian Science Monitor has 
seen to that. Journalism has taken her to some of   
the world’s most intractable conflicts, spanning five 
continents and 39 countries, requiring boots and 

tablets for altitude sickness as well as a notepad and pen. ‘The thin air of  
Kashmir became even harder to breathe when mixed with riot tear gas,’  
she writes. ‘I cancelled a trip to Peru after Sendero Luminoso thugs from  
the mountains kidnapped a colleague.’

Her first book, Fragments of  a Forgotten War, a damning account of  Angola’s  
slide into civil war in 1992, was based on first-hand reporting and let’s be 
honest, Angola at that time wasn’t a place for the faint hearted. In this new 
book she reflects on her most appalling memory from Africa ‘of  a church in 
Rwanda that had been desecrated by dozens of  skulls of  genocide victims. 
Just beyond it lay emerald green hills, tightly terraced because there wasn’t 
enough arable soil for all the farmers.’

When she eventually moved back to New York she bought a run-down 
brownstone in West Harlem, a former crack den in a street run by drug  
dealers, in one of  the biggest drug zones in the US. The process of  redevel-
oping the house became her second book Home Girl: Building a Dream House 
on a Lawless Block. I think it’s safe to assume that Matloff  has a relationship 

with adrenaline to match any mountaineer.
She was at home playing Risk, the board game of  world domination, 

with her son when he raised the question of  where conflict was actually 
taking place in the world. She rolled out a map and pointed various places 
out to him. On noting the altitude key he pointed out that most occur in 
mountains. ‘Why?’

Matloff ’s efforts to answer her son’s question took her to many of  the 
world’s least hospitable environments, where ‘the obdurate terrain is 
matched only by the obstinacy of  its inhabitants.’ She visits eight locations  
across nine chapters and the complexity of  the conflicts escalates as the 
chapters pass. First off  is the intimate matter of  Albania’s blood feuds 
that have been going on for centuries, and explore the social obligation to  
commit murder in order to salvage honour brought into question by an 
earlier murder or humiliation. If  a male member of  your family is due to 
have to ‘pay’ then they’ll remain hidden. ‘These days, men on the run often 
enjoy the creature comforts of  modern homes, but the psychological stress 
remains constant. An estimated 6,000 Albanian males, including 650 chil-
dren, were stuck at home.’

Next up is Mexico’s southern mountains where local lives are hampered 
by landslides and narcotics traffickers, then it’s a forlorn army outpost  
in Colombia in a mountain range that has seen half  a century’s worth 
of  fight ing. ‘Since WW2, the average guerrilla insurgency has lasted ten 
years. That’s forty years less than the FARC’s.’ The ins and outs of  the con-
flict are explored and Matloff  pays a visit to the region to obtain a greater  
understanding of  the issues, meeting various characters en route, some  
deliberately, some not:

Suddenly a man appeared from the trees beyond, a jittery gargoyle who ran 
towards me and grabbed my sleeve. He wore the plastic sandals of  peasants and 
a sneer. FARC, I thought. He wants to kidnap me. Gonzalez backed away, 
and darted across the bridge to the car, waving vigorously for me to follow …  
I shook my arm and galloped toward the vehicle.

This reportage is the great strength of  the book; it’s not an academic  
study of  every conflict on a hillside but a carefully chosen selection of   
issues that reflect the problems faced by those that live at altitude across the  
globe, and each area is visited to balance the research with boots-on-the-
ground analysis.

Next up is Nepal, and the conflict over water and the damning of  valleys 
to power India’s industrial might.

‘Is that …’ I asked Deepak under my breath
‘Hashish,’ he answered quietly.
‘Five hundred dollars a kilo!’ Ganesh marveled. ‘We started cultivating this 

year. Grows beautifully in the mountain climate. We’re saving the profits in 
case the dam displaces us.’
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And then to the north Caucasus range whose fragmented clan society 
nurtured Islamic jihad. Matloff ’s light touch and humour keeps you riveted 
to the analysis as she describes being constantly followed by the security 
police with Beatles haircuts. Eventually ‘The Beatles’ haul her in.

The men commandeered our taxi and marched us at gunpoint into the 
dreaded ‘Department Six’ anti-terrorism headquarters. We were taken into  
an interrogation room whose sign above the door read, ‘For the Wanted’.  
A particularly aggressive soldier barked that we’d never get out.

Evidently he hadn’t counted on the wit of  a seasoned conflict journal-
ist whose charm resulted in one of  her interrogators quoting Pushkin and  
exchanging business cards before releasing her. We then head to Kashmir 
and the dreadful psychological effects of  that conflict on its people, as Mat-
loff  spends time in a Srinagar clinic. ‘I intended to observe the psychic cost 
of  repressed and denied autonomy. But I hadn’t adequately prepared myself  
for such an unfathomable degree of  crisis.’ This from a veteran of  Angola’s 
brutal civil war.

Matloff  visits the US Mountain Warfare School in Jericho, Vermont, and 
NATO’s Arctic training facilities in Norway before, as it draws to a close, 
heading to the playground of  Europe: Switzerland. There she begins to look 
for answers and solutions, can Cantonment lead to contentment? After a 
short civil war in 1847 the Swiss realised they had to transcend the infight-
ing amongst their religious and linguistic factions to avoid being swallowed 
up by the neighbours.

Many of  the issues in this book are under most people’s radar, but that 
doesn’t make them less worthy of  our attention, particularly if  mountains 
are our playgrounds. There are a myriad of  books to be found that spin 
yarns of  derring-do, that inspire or enlighten us in some way or another. 
What The War is in the Mountains does is illustrate that all is not well in our 
playground, and that there is more to mountain literature than coffee-table 
gloss. Judging by Judith Matloff ’s boldness, adept dealings with objective 
danger, and handling of  high-pressure moments, if  she was a mountaineer 
she’d probably have a golden ice axe. As it is she has a very good book to 
her name.

Henry Iddon

Distant Snows: A Mountaineer’s Odyssey
John Harding
Bâton Wicks, 2016, pp352, £20

In Distant Snows: A Mountaineer’s Odyssey Harding recalls his life-time’s  
travels, climbs and adventures in, on and through the mountains. From  
Scotland to Tasmania, Jotenheim to Rwenzori, the Pyrenees to Bhutan, 
Harding has covered over half  the globe during his 60-plus years of  moun-
taineering. His obvious love of  the mountains, combined with a perceptive 

and sympathetic description of  landscape, people  
and action, serve to effortlessly transport the read-
er of  this book to the ‘distant snows’. It is packed 
with adventures exciting, amusing and informative.  
Harding writes with honesty, his achievements often 
hard won and valued regardless of  the difficulty or 
conditions. His partners have a prominent part in 
his stories, highlighting the important role of  com-
panions in influencing both the experience and the 
outcome.

The book starts with Harding, a student at Cam-
bridge, being invited to join the Cambridge North 
Persian Expedition to the Elburz. This proved to be 
a baptism of  fire into the logistical, social and politi-

cal complexities of  mountaineering known only too well to those who climb 
outside the confines of  the western world. With these early exploits involving 
such unlikely figures as Colonel Katchpiss and his ‘mythical peaks’, Hard-
ing’s much needed sense of  humour is apparent from the beginning.

From 1959, as a political officer and administrator in Aden, Yemen, Har-
ding was able to use his periods of  leave to explore Mount Kenya and the 
mountain ranges of  Greece, Turkey and Rwenzori. Most were revisited, 
many as ski mountaineering destinations. Insights into the politics of  the 
times enrich his accounts, and I particularly enjoyed the passages on Mount 
Kenya, empathising with the capriciousness of  the weather and the prob-
lems of  navigating some of  the routes.

Harding’s willingness to climb at times with relative novices and people 
unknown to him reflects his generosity of  spirit and a genuine enjoyment 
of  being in the mountains, rather than the self-obsession that motivates 
some hard-driven mountaineers. On occasions he recalls the way just about 
everything can, and does, go wrong. Most times this leads to discomfort, 
an exchange of  harsh words and an amusing tale to tell after the event. 
Once such episode was on a visit to the Snowys, Australia. On a portentous 
Friday the 13th, in 1970, he and Terry Birtles went to climb the Townsend 
Spur. Although they had never climbed together before, Harding believed 
himself  to be with a knowledgeable and competent companion.

However, after bushwhacking for miles and wading through an ice-cold 
river Geehi getting nowhere very fast, the pair realised they had no option 
other than to retreat. On the return journey the river had swelled even  
further making the crossing treacherous; a flagging Birtles was almost swept 
away. Sitting down on the bank to rest, he then got bitten by soldier ants.  
As he leapt up in protest, he trod on a venomous snake, slipped and sprained 
his ankle, dropping his expensive sleeping bag down the mountainside in 
the process. The night was spent in the car removing leeches from various 
body parts. Unlucky or what?

Fortunately such failures were rare; thrills were not. In New Zealand he 
recounts an ascent of  Mount Aspiring, using a guide for the first time. On the 
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recommendation of  a friend, Harding approached New Zealand’s ‘moun-
taineer of  the year’, Nick Craddock. In true Kiwi style Nick announced, 
‘Yer know mate, I’ve never climbed with anyone as old as you before …’  
Harding was a mere 54 years old. Despite a lack of  synergy between the 
two, and a potentially disastrous situation arising from poor navigation 
on the part of  the guide, Nick grudgingly congratulated Harding on their  
successful ascent – and escape – with a ‘Well done mate!’

It is almost impossible to live, and particularly to have a life of  mountain-
eering, without some misfortune, disaster and loss of  good friends. Harding 
has had his share and these are sensitively woven into his stories. Merci-
fully there is little reference to the technicalities of  mountaineering or ski 
mountaineering, and thus there are none of  the annoying footnotes that 
explain climbing jargon to non-climbers. If  you don’t climb or ski, you don’t 
need to know and if  you do, it doesn’t take much to imagine the skill, know-
ledge and determination that have undoubtedly been required for many of  
Harding’s adventures.

Stories of  the Alpine Club, Alpine Ski Club and the Eagle Ski Club are 
touched upon as Harding held office in them all. His attempts to unite the AC 
and the ASC are enlightening, especially as the proposition came following the 
combining of the AC and the Ladies’ Alpine Club. Harding was instrumental 
in changing Arnold Lunn’s rule that no women should be admitted to the 
ASC, and he notes that the male objectors who threatened to resign if  ladies 
were admitted to the AC did not in fact do so, but that 34 of  the ladies did.

Harding’s numerous achievements, and the fact that he is still alive to tell 
the tale, are proof  that much can be attained through determination, some 
degree of  prudence and an open mind. Not only is this book a good read 
for anyone interested in mountains, Harding’s knowledge of  the history and 
culture of  the places he visits, so eloquently woven into the narrative, brings 
a dimension to mountain adventure that will appeal to a wider audience 
than the mountaineer.

Adele Long

Only Two For Everest
How a First Ascent by Riddiford and Cotter Shaped 
Climbing History
Lyn McKinnon
Otago University Press, 2016, pp352, £30

‘Permission obtained for two of  your members,’  
was Eric Shipton’s offer to the 1951 New Zealand 
Himalayan Expedition, happily remembering Dan 
Bryant from the 1935 Everest Reconnaissance. Yet in  
making it, he sparked antagonism that festered for 
decades. A day and a half  of  bitter dispute rent the 
party asunder. Which two should go to Everest? 
What if  all four New Zealanders, Earle Riddiford, 

Ed Cotter, Ed Hillary and George Lowe, had ignored the specified number, 
as Ed Cotter suggested they might, and all turned up at Shipton’s rendez-
vous? Perhaps the outcome would have been very different. Shipton himself  
certainly wished that all four had come, given the bitterness the telegram 
caused.

In 1949 Riddiford had had the idea of  an expedition to the Himalaya, 
which, at its most ambitious, was a proposal to attempt Kangchenjunga 
involving eight mountaineers, with names such as W B Beaven and Norman 
Hardie, as well as Ed Cotter and that great legend of  New Zealand climb-
ing Harry Ayres. Jim McFarlane was another and being aware that Hillary 
and Lowe were already considering their own expedition, Riddiford invited 
Lowe, who, in turn, wrote to Hillary who was at the time climbing with  
two other New Zealand mountaineers in the Bernese Oberland. Eventually, 
they settled on the unclimbed Mukut Parbat in Garhwal.

This book describes how Riddiford set up the expedition’s dress rehear-
sal, along the magnificent Maximilian Ridge on the first ascent of  Elie de 
Beaumont, and then the main production, his expedition to Mukut Parbat, 
which he climbed with Ed Cotter and Pasang Dawa Lama, how this led, via 
Eric Shipton, to the attachment of  Hillary and Riddiford to the 1951 Everest 
Reconnaissance, and the furore that followed.

Journalist Lyn McKinnon was invited to write the biography of  Ed Cotter 
by his son Guy, who had found his father’s diary of  the 1951 New Zealand 
Himalayan Expedition in the rubble of  Cotter’s home after the Christchurch 
earthquake of  2011. Other letters and family papers persuaded McKinnon 
to ‘set the record straight’. Comprising three more or less equal parts, the 
book is ‘an attempt to give credit where credit is due.’ She has obviously 
carried out some excellent research and ably sets out her case.

There were certainly deep differences in the account of  the summit day 
on Mukut Parbat, as McKinnon puts it: ‘A major discrepancy that read-
ers can ponder.’ Hillary and Lowe leave the tent first, to be caught by the 
others while warming their feet at a fore-summit at 22,500ft. Yet in a letter 
home, Riddiford wrote on 27 July 1951 that his rope took over the lead after  
only half  an hour. ‘I had to lead all the way for nine and half  hours.’ At 
5.45pm he, Cotter and Pasang Dawa Lama reached the summit. This was 
corro borated by Cotter’s diary entry for 11 July, written some days later.  
But Lowe writes in his diary for 11 July: 

Earle, Pasang and McCarthney climbed Muket [sic] Parbat 23,760ft. …  
We left – Perc [Hillary] & I a little ahead of  the others. … We cramponed steep 
ice for a few hundred feet – then stopped in shelter of  a rock out of  the biting 
gale & removed our boots to massage our feet. ½hr stop. Earle asked to lead & 
we set off  … At 12 noon we reached prominent peak (height about 22,500 ft.) 
& caught Earle who was cutting green hard ice. 

Lowe and Hillary considered the prospect of  reaching the top so hopeless 
they turned and reached camp three at 1.45pm. The summit pair returned  
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to camp at 8.30pm. George Lowe wrote a letter dated 14 July to his Here-
taunga Tramping Club: ‘They were too intent to see my light. In half  an 
hour they were within shouting distance. “Are you all OK?” “Yes!” –  
a laconic reply. “Did you climb the bugger?” “Yes!” – another laconic reply. 
“Bloody good show!” replied the search party.’ Lowe rubbed Riddiford’s 
frozen feet back to circulation and gave castor oil and cocaine drops to  
Cotter’s snowblinded eyes whilst Hillary cooked a meal.

Having discovered Earle Riddiford was the main driving force behind 
the 1951 New Zealand Expedition to Mukut Parbat, the author’s original 
subject, Cotter, ends up paying second fiddle to what develops into a sturdy 
defence of  Riddiford. The book comprises three more or less equal parts: 
an overview of  the expedition, a short biography of  Cotter and another of  
Riddiford. She concludes with a consideration of  Hillary and Lowe’s part in 
the drama. Yet without George Lowe’s diaries, his version of  events during 
that evening of  24 August 1951 has not been taken fully into account. Here 
is that entry:

Telegrams from Shipton & N.Z.A.C. re 2 joining Everest reconnaissance 
party. Decided that Earle & Ed Hillary would join him in Katmandu & that 
Ed. C. & I should return home. Rest & eating. Arrival of  4 poines – tired.

The entry for Saturday 25 August picks up the issue:

Actual decision was made this morning – i.e. party. McCarth. [Cotter] & 
I withdrew our desires & ambitions & so avoided a ballot system of  choice – 
which I still feel would have been most fair & with least bite in the disappoint-
ment.

Hillary and Lowe were always the leading pair in Garhwal and this  
rankled with Riddiford, who announced that he would be going and that 
Lowe had no drive, accusing him and Hillary of  giving up on Mukut Parbat.  
There is no deep animosity evident in Lowe’s diary, no hint of  a score to 
settle. Yet resentment remains strong among some factions of  the New  
Zealand mountaineering community. It is a simple matter of  fact that only 
two of  the four had the time and the money: Lowe and Cotter didn’t.

The reconnaissance led to Cho Oyu in 1952, but it became ‘a personal 
nightmare’ for Riddiford. His health was poor and he expressed doubts 
about Shipton’s leadership. Having never forgiven Riddiford’s previous 
self- selection, matters boiled over and Lowe apparently treated Riddiford 
very poorly. It was his last Himalayan expedition. The bitterness, however,  
remained. Although Riddiford was very gifted in logistical matters Hillary 
wrote of  him in his autobiography View from the Summit: ‘I can’t say that I 
liked him – none of  us did,’ a statement that devastated Riddiford’s widow 
Rosemary and which Hillary later regretted.

After Cho Oyu, Riddiford pursued a law career, developing ‘a genius  
for friendship’ and determination to ‘put the family back on the map’;  

the former Riddiford property Orongorongo Station became the centre 
of  much lavish entertaining of  distinguished guests, including in 1971 Sir  
Edmund and Lady Louise with Tenzing and his wife Daku. In 1976 Riddi-
ford was pushed out of  the NZAC for not paying his subscriptions, arguing 
afterwards that ‘the Club owes me more than I owe it.’

The third section of  the book follows the life of  Ed Cotter. He appears 
the gentleman throughout as McKinnon outlines his topsy-turvy life. He 
was introduced to the mountains whilst still at school being involved with 
his father in the Canterbury Mountaineering Club during the early 1940s. 
He later ventured into tourism and photography, but not having the business 
acumen of  his friend Riddiford, failed to make money on both counts. This 
section of  the book is a little tragic, almost sad, but also at times hilarious as 
Cotter goes from job to job. He was a very strong and accomplished moun-
taineer who was at his peak in 1951 and could have been an excellent choice 
for Everest; he was a valuable member of  the 1964 New Zealand Andean 
Expedition. In later years Cotter returned to the Himalaya on several trips 
with his family.

With limited mountaineering knowledge or background, the author has 
done very well to familiarise herself  with the facts, vividly describing the 
climbing situations, picking her way through with the help of  one of  her 
guides: Norman Hardie. Weaving together the stories of  others, decipher-
ing their handwritten diaries, isn’t easy but McKinnon has succeeded. The 
book’s layout is a delight, with over a 150 wonderful illustrations and four 
colour maps, strategically placed throughout and richly enhancing. Most 
are drawn from the Riddiford or Cotter collections, although credit should 
go to Lowe the photographer for many of  the early shots. One in particular 
captures Ed Hillary looking longingly into the eyes of  a female passenger  
as they lie together on the deck of  the P&O ship Orion.

In the conclusion there is much criticism of  Hillary and Lowe. I found 
this unbalanced, especially without reference to Lowe’s version of  events. 
McKinnon suggests ‘readers need to make up their own minds,’ but they 
can’t without all sides of  the argument. Is all this ultimately the proverbial 
mountain made out of  a molehill? Her contention that Riddiford has been 
written out of  history is overstretched, but while I am not one for re-heating 
old controversies, had she not done so I would not have had the pleasure of  
reading so much about Riddiford and Cotter.

Tony Astill
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Days to Remember
Adventures and Reflections of  a Mountain Guide
Rob Collister
Foreword by Stephen Venables
Bâton Wicks, 2016, pp160, £13

Walking the Song
Hamish Brown
Sandstone Press, 2017, pp320, £9

In the foreword of  Walking the Song, his new collec-
tion of  articles and essays, Hamish Brown turns to 
the Scottish man of  letters Neil Munro, influential  
journalist and author of  the gently comic Para Handy 
stories. Since his death, Munro has been rather dis-
paraged, not least by the poet and Scottish nationalist 
Hugh MacDiarmid, for an overly retrospective view 
of the Highlands. But Hamish Brown quotes from 
Munro’s best novel, The New Road, set in the Jacobite  
period, a powerful critique of  the blinkered roman-
ticism with which people see Highland culture. The 
hero, Aeneas, near the end of  the book, his naïve  
outlook in tatters, has been left in a ‘black mood’  
because the world is evil. ‘So it is!’ says his companion 
Ninian cheerfully, ‘but man, there’s blinks.’

Both these collections offer ‘blinks’, brief  glimpses  
of  something – heaven, freedom, fulfilment, nature,  
all at once if  you like – that a mountain life provides 
in abundance. Both are woven together to create a 

kind of  autobiography, or memoir, tracing two enviable mountaineering 
lives: from the fresh idealism of  youth to Ninian’s acknowledgement that 
while the world may well be evil, there are still fragments left to shore against 
our ruin. The well-known mountain guide Rob Collister has collected his 
various writings under three headings to reflect his life at home in north 
Wales, climbing and ski mountaineering in the Alps and greater ranges, and 
the ethical issues that exercise him, principally the state of  the environment 
and our impact upon it. The first part gives the book its considerable charm, 
the latter its bite. He quotes the view of  Satish Kumar, the former Jain monk 
and editor of  Resurgence magazine, that we are all either tourists or pilgrims. 
One would expect, Collister writes, mountaineers to be pilgrims, and yet  
a consistent patter of  exploitation has emerged.

Respect, reverence even, has been replaced by a view of  mountains as  
commodities to be marketed for the benefit of  local communities and as trophies 
to be collected by visitors. It is an attitude to be found at all ends of  the moun-
tain spectrum from Everest to Snowdon.

This is the paradox of  the mountain life, expressed so adroitly by the 
French alpinist Jacques Lagarde, he of  the couloir, which Collister quotes:

Ever since man has been drawn to the mountains by a love of  wild nature, 
rigour, solitude and the unknown, all of  which he found in that final refuge,  
he has done everything to eliminate precisely what he sought.

It is this paradox, and his own role in it, that Collister seems most com-
pelled by, how to acknowledge its implications and still live the life of  your 
choice. He excoriates himself  as well as the lazy, accumulative ways of  our 
species, while at the same time remaining someone whose company you  
appreciate, because while there are flashes of  anger and frustration, his 
sheer pleasure at being alive and still in love after so many years is affecting 
and rather inspirational. I enjoyed too some of  the pieces from the middle 
section, particularly those drawn from his early years as an alpinist, espe-
cially his view of  Cambridge in the 1960s.

Hamish Brown is a week younger than Chris Bonington, a useful  
comparison since they represent two contemporaneous worlds that some-
times intersect but run mostly in parallel. Both their careers, it might be 
argued, reached their apex in the 1970s, Brown’s with his epic continuous 
round of  the Munros and the inspirational book he wrote about it, Hamish’s 
Mountain Walk, one of  the great classics of  British mountain literature,  
although, like Neil Munro, perhaps not properly understood in an era that 
doesn’t set a premium on the quieter joys of  the mountain life. A modern 
Brown would be tweeting their progress as they went: fun, but like boiled 
sweets, not the most nourishing.

This late collection of  Brown’s work is an absolute gem, the writings of  
a man who has experienced and thought deeply, remains fiercely curious, 
understands his own limitations, in the words of  the poet, making the most 
of  all that comes, and the least of  all that goes. His style, practised over 
decades, manages to be both evocative and dynamic, never stuck but equally 
never rushed. He looks hard at the world around him, reads voraciously, 
quotes judiciously, is tolerant and mostly open-minded but knows the value 
of  his own hard-won perspective. I found his recollections of  the outdoor 
life at Braehead School, where he worked between 1960 and 1972, especially  
powerful, moving even for all that youthful wonder. I grew up under similar 
influences and understand my luck. I’m sure it wasn’t always an idyll, but 
it was an experiment you’d like to see repeated, especially in an era when 
children’s view of  the natural world is mostly through a screen.

A sizable fraction of  the book covers his many visits to Morocco. Brown 
must have spent fifteen years or so of  his life there over the past half-century 
and the contrast with the soft wet mists of  the Highlands is very welcome. 
There are glimpses of  his past, his exotic origins, his Scottish childhood and 
national service. At times he’s laugh-out-loud funny, watching hares careen 
into each other on a mountaintop. He clearly adored his dogs, although the 
footnote to a section on Storm, his Shetland terrier, on how the ‘show ring 
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and stud yard’ ruined the breed was dispiriting. The same is true for people, 
I suppose. Brown quotes Salman Rushdie elsewhere in the book: ‘Adventure 
is nowadays the province of  the determined, the curious and the idiosyn-
cratic.’ Hamish Brown, and Rob Collister too, qualify on all counts.

Ed Douglas

The Valentine House
Emma Henderson
Sceptre, 2017, pp338, £18

This is a novel in love with place. From the lascivious 
descriptions of  the French Alps in the startling open 
pages to the lingering evocations of  the high farms 
and pastures of  Haute Savoie, it is clear Henderson 
relishes these landscapes. It is in Arete, the Valentine 
mountain holiday retreat that a story spanning a  
century plays out.

The story begins in 1865 when Sir Anthony Valen-
tine, a keen mountaineer, has Arete constructed. It 
is his erotic prose which begins the book and it is 
his reputation for bedding local women which results  

in only ‘uglies’ being employed as female servants, as they were thought 
unlikely to pique his interest. This allows clever, misshapen Mathilde to  
enter the story. ‘I was sturdy and squat, a bit squashed, with features uneven, 
I knew,’ and there she remains: the working woman amongst the wealthy, 
privileged Valentine family: the rosbifs. For this is a novel, too, of  class  
distinction: in work; in leisure: the Alpine Club; in family entitlement:  
a child from an extra-marital affair cast aside, unacknowledged.

The Valentine House is a family saga, spanning five generations, shot through 
with undercurrents and secrets. Things are never quite what they seem and 
the Valentines preserve their mysteries: a daughter who is no longer in the 
family circle, a wife who conducts a long-term affair with a local farmer,  
a streak of  madness disguised as eccentricity.

Through it all, there is Mathilde. Initially, as a 14-year-old, she is tanta-
lised and excited by her incursion into this strange new world and, as the 
book progresses, her frank narration makes sense of  family intrigues for 
the reader. She is the observer, the commentator and the lifelong employee, 
accepted and trusted as a necessary part of  life at Arete. The narration is 
shared: Sir Anthony’s great-great-grandson George comes to Arete in 1976 
for a long stay after the deaths of  both his parents in a car crash. Whilst this 
dual, interleaved narration keeps the reader apprised of  the generational 
changes in the family, it also asks heightened concentration of  the reader 
in keeping a tally of  the many family members, particularly some of  the 
younger, more forgettable ones.

Indeed, the most convincing and memorable characters are, with the  
exception of  George, those who have lived in the area all their lives: Costa, 

Madame Tissot, Mathilde. They allow the reader to become familiar with 
local legends and traditions and consider the impact of  development and 
its accompanying political manoeuvring on such a tranquil, unspoilt area. 
These factors have the potential to wither traditional communities until  
they die, just as the mountains themselves can bring death to the unwary or 
foolhardy.

Life at Arete is claustrophobic: crowded and isolated from the outside 
world. It provides an atmosphere in which deception flourishes and frail-
ties in relationships are brutally exposed. Henderson’s use of  legends of  
the ibex and hidden gold not only provide a reminder that Arete has been a 
childhood home for many of  its inhabitants but prepare us for the unlikely 
unravelling of  closely guarded family secrets at the end of  the novel.

Val Randall

Virgin on Insanity
Steve Bell
Vertebrate Publishing, 2016, pp240, £20

Steve Bell was something a mountaineering prodigy.  
Growing up in Devon in the 1970s, he became 
hooked on climbing during a visit to the Dartmoor 
Expedition Centre, run then by John Earle. At 18, 
the day after leaving school, he hitched to Chamo-
nix where, after ascents of  the Chardonnet and the 
Flammes de Pierre, he and his partner Chris Gibson 
climbed the Bonatti Pillar. As Bell tells it, they made 
an accomplished ascent, with the worst moment a 
jammed abseil rope as they descended to the start 

of  the route. He also describes being overtaken by Mick Fowler and Phill 
Thomas, who ‘cruised on up the wall as if  they knew every hold by heart.’

So far, so good. A day or so later, Bell took a minor fall and retreated from 
the north face of  the Requin. Then came a much more serious fall from the 
crux ice pitch on the north face of  the Triolet, but this time he and Gibson  
made it to the top. Over the next two years, the routes came thick and fast: 
in January 1978, north face of  the Matterhorn; summer 1978, the Petit  
Dru and Grandes Jorasses; February 1980, a six-day ascent of  the Eiger 
Nordwand with Roger Mear, followed by the first ascent of  the east face  
of  Huntingdon, again with Mear. Along the way he climbed in Yosemite 
and in the Scottish winter, and in 1981 failed on Annapurna III, along with 
Nick Colton and Tim Leach. By the time the book ends, Bell is still only 22. 

Impressive though his climbing curricula are, we are on familiar moun-
taineering territory. Even so, Bell writes with a freshness and at times poetic 
intensity that makes the climbing come alive. His account of  his leader fall 
on the Triolet, when he was convinced he was about to die, is tense and grip-
ping. Bell had previously acknowledged that he had been chasing the near-
death experience without wanting to die. Now this contradiction looked like 
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being resolved: ‘As I plummeted towards a certain end, two thoughts rose 
in my head, silent thoughts beneath the screaming: Dead at eighteen. Sorry 
Chris. I’d killed us both.’ After a 100m fall, their belay held, and they over-
come their injuries to continue. As in this passage, Bell’s detailing is evoca-
tive and the narrative well paced. They also speak of  their time, when vital 
improvements in technique and equipment were still being introduced, and 
ascents even of  these well-trodden routes still had a naïve and epic nature.

There is another dimension to Bell’s account, alluded to on the cover blurb 
which makes clear that this is also intended as a coming-of-age narrative, 
one of  ‘youthful insecurity and immature love’, and presumably pitching 
the book beyond an immediate mountaineering audience. The book’s rather 
gauche title gives us further clues; Bell weaves his quest for the summits with 
one for sexual gratification: in other words, to lose his virginity. Here, the 
confident mountaineer becomes the insecure post-adolescent, shying away 
from opportunities for fear of  failure or the unknown. It has the potential 
to be embarrassing but Bell’s writing wins you over. Bell finally achieves his 
goal with a vivacious New Zealand woman who worked in a climbing shop, 
leading him to conclude that falling in love is even better than the Eiger.  
All of  this happens within a dozen pages of  the end of  the book – and a few 
pages later, Bell reveals his decision to spend nine months with the British 
Antarctic Survey, effectively ending the relationship.

It is a credit to Bell’s writing that he leaves you wanting more. His climb-
ing apart, Bell’s main claim to fame is as founder of  two successful and 
respected mountaineering travel and guiding companies, Himalayan King-
doms and Jagged Globe. Before then he spent four years as an officer with 
the Royal Marines, all of  which took place long after the period related in 
the book. Bell’s subsequent climbing career was seriously affected by a back 
condition, already evident in his childhood, which came close to disabling 
him and is now just about controlled by drugs. Bell emigrated to Australia 
with his wife and three children in 2004 but later divorced and is now in  
his second marriage, pursuing a career in business as well as writing and 
lecturing. He has been writing a second book, The Everest Business, about 
the commercialisation of  Everest, which he is exceptionally well placed 
to relate.

Peter Gillman

The Pen y Gwryd Hotel: Tales from the Smoke Room
Compiled and edited by Jonathan Copeland  
and Peter O’Neil
Introduction by Jan Morris
Gomer Press, 2016, pp259, £15

The rich story of  mountaineering features several mountain inns. Perhaps 
first to mind comes the Monte Rosa, immortalised by Whymper in his  
well known engraving ‘The Club Room of  Zermatt 1864’ in which AC 
members disport themselves outside the still recognisable hotel. As iconic 

and equally celebrated, several British inns too have 
figured in the history of  the game at home. The Old 
Dungeon Ghyll is one, the Wasdale Head another, 
the Kings House perhaps, but arguably the most cel-
ebrated of  them all is the Pen y Gwryd Hotel.

Although it seems the Romans had some sort of  
military camp at this strategic location, the Gwryd 
itself  dates back only to 1810 as a lonely squatter’s 
cottage before becoming a travellers’ hostelry. My 
own first visit came nearly a century and a half  later 
when my schoolmaster mentor insisted we stopped 
by for afternoon tea on the long hike back to Gwern 
y Gof  from a climb on Lliwedd. The young bloods 
of  the CC were in residence, the talk was of  the Pass 

and Very Severes, and for a desperately keen 14-year-old the ambiance was 
awesome.

Forward a decade and the ‘PyG’ had become a familiar watering hole 
and Chris Briggs a revered and much appreciated local figure: indeed,  
he ran the mountain rescue. Once he knew you by name and where you 
fitted, you might occasionally be invited into the smoking room to avoid the 
crowds of  youthful hikers who’d recently discovered the public bar. Once 
we skied over the Pass from Nant Peris to lash out on a proper Christmas 
dinner, and there was the night when a highly respected instructor returned 
to Plas y Brenin after closing time with only three wheels on his Citroen. 
Then from time to time I actually became a resident myself, usually on an 
assignment for clients who expected you to live and behave like a gentle-
man. Chris Briggs even bought several of  my rock climbing pictures. Or did 
I donate them?

Such are my personal memories of  the Gwryd but what of  this rather 
unusual book? Essentially it’s an anthology of  similar personal memories, 
reminiscences and anecdotes from some 60 contributors ranging from  
erudite writers such as Jim Perrin to famous climbers such as Joe Brown. 
Among other AC types, Anna Lawford, Rebecca Stephens, Tony Astill and 
Jim Milledge have their say, along with foreign folk such as Ed Webster  
and Norbu Tenzing. One or two pieces are posthumous, such as those  
from John Disley and Chuck Evans, but I found myself  searching unsuc-
cessfully for something from Chris Brasher, a PyG aficionado who secretly  
purchased the petrol station opposite in order to clear the ground, and 
who would surely have written something evocative and memorable. But 
despite the prolific name-dropping, I was unfamiliar with many of  the  
worthy contributors, girls who’d worked at the Gwryd for instance, barmen 
who’d pulled pints, chefs who had cooked and local mountain-oriented folk 
who’ve drunk there for years.

Some writers lavish praise, others are more objective: about the plumbing 
for instance or Chris Briggs’ favoured Worthington E. But what I found 
especially interesting were the historic contributions: I’ve always wondered 
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who was Lockwood, he of  the strenuous chimney? Where did Bodwyn 
fit: the black-clad, octogenarian Welsh lady who was a sort of  maîtresse d’ 
in the 1960s? What of  the PyG before Chris Briggs arrived in 1947? Here 
was Mathews in 1865 holding the first AC domestic climbing meet: if  only 
Whymper had made an engraving of  ‘The Snowdon Club Room’. Then 
at the PyG in 1870 Mathews, Moorshead and Adams-Reilly founded the  
Society of  Welsh Rabbits, the germ that eventually took flower in 1898 as 
the CC. And so on. It’s landmark stuff.

Given that this is a rather self-indulgent book and that the Gwryd is  
inordinately proud of  its links to the 1953 Everest team, I do feel the book 
tastes overmuch of  that mountain. A forgivable fault perhaps for the PyG is 
the only pub in the world that can legitimately claim that particular flavour. 
If  you’ve ever been to the Gwryd it’s worth reading. Anyway, I’m off  next 
week to stay there, my first visit for all of  30 years, so we shall see.

John Cleare

Himalaya: The Tribulations of Mick & Vic
Mick Fowler and Victor Saunders
Edited by Eric Vola
Lulu.com, 2017, pp270, £15

Compiled by Eric Vola, this book brings together 
extracts from existing works from these well-liked 
authors, with new material at the beginning and end. 
A shorter version of  the book, published in French, 
won the grand prix at the Passey International Moun-
tain Book Festival in 2015; it was following this  
success and the resulting alcohol-fuelled conversa-
tions in the pub afterwards that led to their reunion  
on Sersank, recounted in this English edition. The 

book’s organising principle is that in bringing together Mick and Vic’s  
experiences of  climbs in the Himalaya, it will shine a light on how differ-
ent personalities result in contrasting perspectives and recollections of  the 
same experiences. Four Himalayan climbs are covered: Bojohagur Duanasir  
in 1984, Spantik in 1987, Ultar in 1991 and Sersank in 2016, with some 
additional stories that take place nearer to home, usually in pubs. Mick and  
Vic were climbing partners on Spantik and, 29 years later, Sersank.

In terms of  a sub-genre of  mountaineering literature, this book falls  
between Touching the Void and The Ascent of  Rum Doodle. It has the nail- 
biting moments of  the former, without the same level of  disaster, fortunately,  
and I don't think I have laughed out loud as much since reading the latter. 
It is an indication of  the stature of  the authors and the respect they have for 
each other that they can write with such candour and self-effacing humour. 
Perhaps, as Andy Parkin suggests, they are just a little bit ‘touched’.

Vola is to be congratulated for the novelty of  the concept and his efforts 
in bringing out the idiosyncrasies of  these top-notch mountaineers. Perhaps 

it needed a Frenchman to highlight the eccentricities of  two rosbifs. Yet  
although it’s an enjoyable read, the premise of  a compilation didn’t quite 
work for me. In places, the accounts by each author of  the same period 
of  time or event, included to demonstrate their unique approach and style, 
didn’t always come across as different enough and at times were even rep-
etitious. In other places, there was an account from just one author, which, 
although it made great reading, didn’t fit the concept of  the book as a whole. 
Even so, the book captures the ‘tribulations’, the camaraderie and joys,  
of  expedition mountaineering from two of  its best practitioners.

Adele Long

4000m: Climbing the Highest Mountains  
of the Alps
Dave Wynne-Jones
Whittles Publishing, 2016, pp240, £25

‘This is not a guidebook,’ writes Dave Wynne-Jones 
and it’s soon obvious that his absorbing account of  
his long campaign, begun in 1981 and completed  
in 2007, to climb the Alpine 4,000ers is a great deal 
more than that. But anyone considering setting them-
selves on the long and winding road to emulate 
his feat will find a great deal of  useful advice and  
experience to guide them. Nor is he a devoted slave 

to a simple list; his campaign, although not this book, is interspersed with 
expeditions all over the world that are much more exploratory in nature. 
But the simple, steady goal of  completing the list becomes a lodestone in his 
life, something familiar, even quotidian, with which to measure out his life. 
He chooses Robin Collomb’s list of  52, and offers a persuasive argument for 
doing so, reminding us that Karl Blodig’s tally of  76 on the newer list of  82 
would cause the great man agonies. ‘His achievement should not be hostage 
to the vested interest of  alpine committees,’ Wynne-Jones adds. Such a long 
career offers a grand perspective from which to judge the scene. He has 
warmly embraced innovations along the way, and from deep experience has 
useful perspectives on a range of  topics, from navigation to training, from 
weather to the inevitable decline of  the passing years and how to stave it off  
for as long as possible. He has certainly drunk deep of  the Pierian Spring. 
He is modest and plain speaking – ‘we cannot all be poets’, he writes in  
the introduction – but as the years and the adventures accrete the book 
achieves a quiet authority. It is richly illustrated, and his able eye records 
the changing fashions as the years pass. Wynne-Jones sets great store in 
friendship and in his partnerships, old-fashioned it may be but truly valu-
able, in climbing as in life. He notes that the Alps are quieter now than  
when he started, beyond the honeypots, but this book offers a persuasive 
case to return.
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Chasing the Ephemeral
50 Routes for a Successful Scottish Winter
Simon Richardson
Mica Publishing, 2016, pp256, £25

For climbers of  a certain age, the compendium 
Cold Climbs, co-authored by Ken Wilson, Dave  
Alcock and John Barry, is the ultimate British win-
ter climbing book, even though it was first published  
in 1983 and some of  its photography could now  
usefully illustrate a museum display. This book,  
written and often illustrated by one of  the most  
prolific and dedicated leading lights of  Scottish 
climbing, must be considered as equally indispen-

sible. Its great strengths are an attractive and useful design coupled with 
superb and superbly reproduced photography. Richardson doesn’t just title 
the book for the fickle nature of  Scottish winter climbing, he offers all his 
years of  experience on how best to manage that problem, offering advice 
on where best to go taking account of  weather and conditions; the book’s  
organising principle is splitting the 50 selected climbs into when they are 
best attempted or most useful as objectives: early in the winter, or late, 
during lean conditions, or those increasingly rare golden periods when 
everything is in. There are lots of  well-known routes here; several are com-
mon to Cold Climbs but there are lesser-known gems too. It’s aimed more at 
the broad mass than the elite, with not much that’s very hard. But, as Rich-
ardson himself  explains, that’s not really the point. ‘The routes described 
in this book are all excellent climbs, but they are not meant to represent the 
very best winter routes in Scotland.’ Neither is the book meant to compete 
with Cold Climbs in terms of  literary richness: the writing here is succinct 
and practical. But it’s a fascinating and absorbing read nonetheless and a  
profoundly useful one. It requires us to be more in tune with the mountains 
and less a slave to the preconceptions that form between our ears and then 
boss us around.

The Scottish Bothy Bible
Geoff  Allan
Wild Things Publishing, 2017, pp304, £17

If  there’s a more enchanting place on earth than 
Kear vaig bothy in the northern Highlands then 
I should like to see it. A broad sweeping bay of  
white sand looks out on the north Atlantic that in 
the evening light of  May has a beauty that catches 
your breath. Even better, you can stay here for free. 
The former hunting lodge, built in 1877, is one of  
the best and best-positioned refuges featured in this 

excellent guidebook to those bothies under the management of  the Moun-
tain Bothy Association (MBA), which renovated the property in 2009.  
Yet while Kearvaig is among the most appealing this book is stuffed full 
of  remote and wondrous places. The culture and meaning of  bothies, the 
complex history, mixed as it is with the abusive Highland Clearances, which 
tinges this idiosyncratic and useful tradition with a tinge of  melancholy.  
For those concerned that the publication of  this book will see a rush of   
undesirables that will overwhelm and perhaps destroy something special, 
this list has been available online for some time, and 10% of  the profits will 
go to its work. One assumes the MBA thought long and hard about the 
impact of  this book, which has already proved immensely popular. Geoff  
Allan has certainly done justice to the principles and history of  bothies, as 
well as richly describing them and their approaches. The only criticism is 
the limited quality of  the guidebook’s one and only map, though perhaps 
that is deliberate.


